Implementations of light-sheet microscopes are often incompatible with standard methods of sample mounting. Light-sheet microscopy uses orthogonal illumination and detection to create a thin sheet of light which does not illuminate the sample outside of the depth of field of the detection axis. Typically, this configuration involves a pair of orthogonal objectives which constrains the positioning of a length of coverslips or microscopes in range of the detection objective. We present an open-hardware [1] sample mounting system for light-sheet microscopes using large detection objectives.
During the past decade light-sheet technology has emerged as alternative to the Numerical Aperture (NA) objectives to allow a glass slip to be inserted, whilst 8 sacrificing NA when compared to larger detection objective lenses. The NA is then 9 reclaimed through image fusion, albeit after image data for two volumes are acquired 10 from two cameras at a cost of halving temporal resolution. The lattice light sheet [3] , 11 for instance, chooses a special objective pair such that the sum of its solid angles, seen 12 in Fig 1, of its numerical apertures does not interfere with the glass raised from below. 13 To do so, a custom excitation objective is mounted along a with Nikon 1.1 NA 25 × 14 objective at angles to the sample mounting section that allows a sample chamber to be 15 inserted, as shown in Fig 2b. Sets of objective lens pairs for large NA light-sheet microscopy, dotted lines show available sample planes.red from two ca (a) shows the objective arrangement as found in the diSPIM, whereby each imaging arm is computationally fused to create a final image volume with higher axial resolution, from the two views. (b) shows the objective arrangement as found in the lattice light-sheet, the objective lenses are chosen to maximise the imaging NA and the illumination NA whilst allowing the sample plane to be accessible (c) shows the objective combination used in this work, where the imaging and illumination objectives both have a high NA, however the sample plane is inaccessible As depicted in Fig 4 and Fig 3, The design and construction
28
The sample chamber presented here is designed around a pair of objective lenses, a 1.1 29 NA 25 × Long Working Distance (LWD) and a 0.3 NA LWD 10 × water-dipping Nikon 30 objective [4] . Both are used for physiological imaging, and are widely used in the field of 31 light-sheet microscopy. Fig 2c shows how this objective pair, if mounted at 45°to a flat 32 sample will intrude on the imaging volume. Similarly the sample plane of the detection 33 objective cannot be reached at any angle for the pair of objectives.
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At the core of the design is a right-angle shelf on which a cover-glass bearing the The brace is coupled to magnets inserted below mounted in a printed tray, which inserts 41 into a slot. The slot also allows for heating module, making it suitable for cell culture, MakerBot Replicator 2x) begins to deform at 140°.
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Perspex windows are laser cut and inserted in the side of the chamber (for user 46 viewing) and below the sample (for additional illumination and camera viewing).
47
Cyanoacrylate (Super-Glue) is used to secure the windows to the sample chamber,
48
which ensure a liquid-tight seal. The adhesive is applied whilst the surface's protective 49 film is attached to the Perspex and the film is removed only when the cyanoacrylate is 50 fully set, as cyanoacrylate vapour settles on surfaces and causes opacity. This allows 51 both objectives to be accurately positioned, with respect to the mounted sample, by eye, 52 fine correction can then be achieved using texture in the sample either from bright-field 53 or fluorescence modes.
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The transparent sample window below not only allows for a small camera module The camera model chosen here, uses a very short focal length lens (4 cm), which is 65 matched to the height of void below the sample-mounting in the sample chamber. It is 66 also compatible with the Bright-Pi, which offers sufficiently bright field illumination as 67 well as an infrared modality. These features could be used in conjunction with the appropriate user-defined correction filters in the detection paths. To protect the delicate 69 objectives from touching the sharp edge of the cover-glass, the sample chamber is 70 chamfered along it edges parallel to the objectives, restricting their lateral movement.
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The chamfers also serve to minimise immersion liquid within the sample chamber, imaging conditions of the agarose [7] . Once the embryo was embedded in its agarose immersion-medium-glass interface should be minimised by eye. Finally, the sample 117 chamber should be moved laterally, again, until a fluorescence signal on the camera can 118 be detected. The secondary Raspberry Pi-cam below may also be used as an additional 119 positioning camera. This is more useful for embryos, as the coarse adjustment method 120 can be challenging due to early embryos being mostly transparent, even when using Strategies for mounting using the edge of a coverslip as proposed in this work. In (a), cells are cultured on cover glass for which protocols for sterile cell mounting are widespread. In (b), organisms are mounted in FEP tubing containing agarose and are adhered to cover glass using nail varnish. 
